uniK 05+
uniK 08+
uniK 08+ features a
totally new 8" kevlar low
frequency driver and a
custom
engineered
high frequency
ribbon tweeter.
The amplifier,
filter section and
crossover have
been improved
significantly
and there are many exclusive and truly unique funtions such as a character
EQ, our innovative bass port plug, adjustable rubber feet that allows you to
tilt the speaker and much more. You have to listen to them to believe!

Based on the
same design as
the larger model,
uniK 05+ is
simply one
of the most
powerful 5"
monitor in
it’s class
on the market today. This has been confirmed by a high
number of excellent reviews by professional users and
the press. If you have not listened to them yet, you
should. You will not be disappointed.

aktiv 05
aktiv 05 boasts
an ultra-flat low
freq. response
with a complete
new silk dome
tweeter design
and the next
generation of
our famous 5" Kevlar driver, delivering unparalleled
punch in the low-mid frequency. A new tuning of all
components by our engineers in Germany and the
use of the completelely new crossover design, turn
aktiv 05 into yet another milestone in the ESI studio
monitor legacy. In it’s price range, aktiv 05 is certainly
one of the most powerful products available today.

MAYA22 USB
cosMik Lav
cosMik Lav, a pro omnidirectional
lavalier microphone, is providing
you a hands-free solution to
capture natural and clear sound of
interviews, dictations, lectures,
speeches and much more that
works with virtually all mobile
audio and video recording apps.
The special connector makes it
possible to connect your headset at the same time and is offering a quick and
easy solution to playback and listen to your recordings without unplugging the
microphone first. The included clip can be attached to your shirt or lapel and the
foam pop shield softens the voice and shields from wind noise. cosMik Lav
ships with a matching pouch for convenient storage and transport.

MAYA22 USB is not simply another USB audio
interface - it's a very stylish portable device that
can go with you anywhere, offering total
flexibility as a fully bus-powered USB device
with excellent professional 24-bit audio quality. 2
analog input and 2 analog output channels with
RCA connection, a microphone preamplifier with
XLR input and +48V phantom power, a Hi-Z instrument input for guitars, a high quality headphone output and TRS line
outputs - making MAYA22 USB easily one of the most useful devices in your studio. All these features are provided with
low latency EWDM drivers and DirectWIRE support, perfectly optimized for modern Windows versions and for Mac OS
X supporting WDM, ASIO 2.0 and CoreAudio. It's incredible how many functions are provided by this small device!
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